(CBR) from 380,000 years after the big bang and confirming again the big bang account of the universe. [Cynthia Stokes Brown: Big History from the Big Bang to the Present, The New Press, London 2007, Page 7.] o We can never see the universe as it is today, only as it once was, because it takes millions and billions of years for the light of distant galaxies and stars, traveling at nearly 6 trillion miles a year, to reach us. [Cynthia Stokes Brown: Big History from the Big Bang to the Present, The New Press, London 2007, Page 7.] o Most of the stars nearest us are red stars, but the one we know best, the sun, is a stable yellow star burning hydrogen, called hydrogen fusion as described earlier. When its hydrogen is used up, in about 5 billion years, our sun will switch to burning helium, called helium fusion.
Since helium fusion is a hotter process with a greater energy output, the pressure from the extra energy will expand the sun until it becomes what is called a red giant. When the helium fuel is used up, the red giant will collapse to a white dwarf. Then it will slowly cool until it becomes a cinder called a black dwarf, about the size of Earth and 200,000 times its mass. [Cynthia Stokes Brown: Big History from the Big Bang to the Present, The New Press, London 2007, Page 9.] o Some yellow stars, the ones that are larger than our sun at their inception, become larger red giants than our sun will. When their redgiant stage is over, they do not shrink into white dwarfs. In them heavier elements are created and burned: carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, magnesium, and finally iron. But iron cannot be used as a stellar fuel. Energy production stops and gravity takes over. The star's core implodes and triggers an immense explosion of the outer layers that blasts most of the star to smithereens. o Earth has always managed to preserve a balance of its matter and its energy, not solidifying into coldness nor vaporizing into hotness. Helped, perhaps determined, by its size and its distance from the sun, Earth has maintained an ongoing but always changing composition. Scientists call this active self-maintenance autopoiesis (Greek for "selfmaking"). This is the most basic definition of life-that a living organism must be able to maintain its stability while undergoing change.
[ place, without complete records anywhere. There is no way yet to present a complete family tree-too many gaps remain in the evidence, even though it has improved markedly in the past twenty years. There are two large gaps in the fossil record: from 31 to 22 million years ago, when gorillas, chimpanzees, and humans launched their careers, and from 12 to 5 million years ago, when the great apes and humans diverged. People could frighten off predators, set fires to drive prey into traps, cook and eat a wider range of food, preserve food for long periods, light up dark caves, and stay warm in colder weather. 
